
SUMMARY OF ACTIONS 
BROAD BEACH GEOLOGICAL HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT 

REGULAR MEETING 
AUGUST 26, 2012 

31330 BROAD BEACH ROAD 

1. CALL TO ORDER 
Tr) 

Chair Kam called the meeting to order at 	a.m. 

2. ROLL CALL 

PRESENT: Chair Karno, Vice Chair Grossman, Board Member Marquis, Board Member 
Levitan, and Board Member Lotman. 

ABSENT: Advisor Goss 

GRAD - STAFF ALSO PRESENT (not Board Members and not subject to Roll Call): 
CHAD Manager Uri Eliahu (telephone), GRAD Clerk and Treasurer Barbara Hamm, CHAD 
Engineer Chris Webb, Aaron Holloway from Moffatt & Nichol, George Salvaggio from 
Wetlands Resource Associates, and GHAD Project Counsel Ken Ehrlich. 

3. ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

Board Member Marquis moved, and Board Member Levitan seconded, the approval of 
the Agenda. GRAD Clerk Barbara Hamm reported that the meeting Agenda was posted at 8:15 
a.m. on Thursday August 23, 2012 within the boundaries of the CHAD. The motion approving 
the agenda passed 5-0. 

4. APPROVED SUMMARY OF ACTIONS FROM JULY 22, 2012 MEETING 

Board Member Marquis moved, and Board Member Lotman seconded, the approval of 
the Summary of Actions from the July 22, 2012 meeting, with various edits read by GRAD 
Project Counsel. The motion passed 5-0. 

5. CEREMONIAL PRESENTATIONS 

None. 

6. CONSENT CALENDAR 

None. 

7. PUBLIC HEARINGS 

None. 
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8. 	OLD BUSINESS 

a. 	Permitting and Regulatory Process 

(i) CCC Status. 

CHAD Project Counsel Ehrlich reported that - the GRAD received a letter 
from the CCC which specified allegedly incomplete aspects of the BBGHAD's Coastal 
Development Permit ("CDP") application. GRAD Project Counsel reported that, according to 
the GHAD Engineer, the CCC, in fact, already possessed between 70 and 80 percent of the items 
requested in the letter. The GHAD Project Counsel further reported that the CHAD Engineer 
and Project Counsel are working together to submit a detail response to the CCC's letter by 
approximately August 31, 2012. In addition, GRAD Project Counsel reported that he has 
requested an in-person meeting with CCC staff to follow the CCC's receipt of the BBGHAD's 
response to the CCC's recent letter. 

(ii) SLC & APTR Status. 

CHAD Project Counsel Ehrlich reported that the GRAD has responded in 
writing to two separate letters received from the SLC relating to the pending SLC application. 
GHAD Project Counsel further stated that the CHAD had submitted the requested Public 
Benefits Study, completed by Dr. Phillip King, and submitted its response to the SLC's request 
for a "bona fide mitigation plan". GHAD Project Counsel further reported that Board Member 
Marquis has requested an in-person meeting or telephone conference with SLC Executive 
Director Curtis Fossum; the GHAD's Counsel and Engineer have requested similar meetings 
with SLC staff in an effort to resolve pending issues. CHAD Project Counsel reported that the 
SLC has been considering the GHAD's position on a variety of issues for more than a month and 
provided no substantive response. This delay is placing the Project schedule in jeopardy, which 
underscores the multiple meeting requests. 

RWQCB Update. GRAD Project Counsel reported that the CHAD has 
paid the RWQCB's requested water quality certification fee and submitted the requested update 
report concerning the Project and the potential follow-on project of updating waste water 
treatment systems at Broad Beach. The RWQCB is processing the water quality certification for 
the Project and the CHAD anticipates further guidance within the next 30-60 days. 

(iv) 	Sand Source Update. 

CHAD Project Counsel Ehrlich briefed the Board on the following 
potential sand sources: 

(a) 	Ventura. The BBGHAD held a conference call with Ventura 
Harbor, the Ventura-area sand joint powers authority ("BEACON"), and Ventura City Council 
member and Coastal Commission member Brian Brennen on August 16, 2012. During the call, 
it became clear that BEACON and Coastal Commissioner Brennen sought to have the BBGHAD 
not only pay for the transport of Ventura Harbor sand from Ventura to Broad Beach, but also a 
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significant mitigation fee for the claimed lost opportunity of using such sand on Ventura-area 
beaches. In the days following the conference call, the GRAD politely informed these Ventura-
area officials that it would focus its sand source efforts on alternate sources. 

(b) Santa Monica. CHAD Project Counsel Ehrlich reported that the 
City of Santa Monica informed GHAD staff that it is neither interested in assisting the CHAD in 
investigating the off shore Santa Monica area for its potential use as a sand source or 
participating in the Project in general. 

(c) Los Angeles. GHAD Project Counsel reported on the August 17, 
2012 meeting among various members of the CHAD staff, representatives of the LA Mayor's 
office, and various representatives of the City's Recreation & Parks Department. The meeting 
was focused and positive, and provided a road map for the City of Los Angeles actions required 
to gain the rights to the sand offshore of Dockweiler Beach. The process would entail briefing 
the staff of the Recreation & Parks Department, similarly briefing and educating a task force 
comprised of two (2) members of the City's Recreation & Parks Commission, obtaining a 
favorable vote of the Recreation & Parks Commission, and securing the City Council's 
enactment of an ordinance authorizing the transaction. The CHAD Board unanimously directed 
Project Counsel to continue negotiations with the City of Los Angeles and offer a royalty of $.25 
per cubic yard and offer to reimburse the City's staff time on this matter up to $10,000. 

(d) Trancas/Calleguas Creek. Project Counsel Ehrlich then requested 
the GRAD Engineer to discuss the potential of using sand from off shore Trancas for at least part 
of the Project. The CHAD has known for quite some time that the Trancas sand is too fine for 
use on the dry sand beach, but up to 100,000 cubic yards of Trancas sand may be used to form 
the back-beach dunes. The CHAD Engineer stated that a potential solution may exist by using a 
combination of Trancas sand for the back-beach dunes and more coarse sand currently piled on 
the banks of Calleguas Creek in Ventura county. The CHAD Engineer stated that the total 
amount of available sand from Calleguas Creek is not known, but should amount to at least 
350,000 cubic yards. The GHAD Engineer recommended that the CHAD obtain core samples of 
the Calleguas Creek sand piles and obtain a better sense of grain size, quality, chemistry, and 
volume from this potential source. The GHAD Engineer further cautioned that, if the CHAD 
chooses to uses this sand source, the sand must be screened before use. The GHAD Board 
directed the GHAD Engineer to develop a cost estimate for the use of this Calleguas Creek sand. 
CHAD Project Counsel further cautioned the Board that use of the Trancas sand may cause 
concern with environmental groups as this sand lies within an Area of Special Biological 
Significance, which specifically allows for the use of sand for beach restoration purposes, but 
still may engender opposition from environmental groups. 

The Chair recognized Board Member Levitan. Board Member Levitan 
asked if the GHAD uses Trancas area sand for the beach restoration and the sand quickly erodes 
from the beach, does such occurrence provide an opening for the prospect of later obtaining 
permits for in-water improvements, such as groins or artificial reefs? The CHAD Engineer 
responded that such a scenario could be possible, but new permitting would be required for the 
in-water improvements. The Chair recognized Board Member Marquis, who stated that the 
Board should use caution when considering Trancas sand as this is the same sand that eroded 
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from Broad Beach in the first place. The Chair recognized Board Member Lotman, who asserted 
that coarse sand would be terrific for the project, but finer sand, such as that at Trancas, would be 
better than no project at all. Board Member Lotman further asserted that the property owners 
want and expect a restored beach in Summer 2013 and the Board should do whatever it can to 
effectuate this desire. 

CHAD Project Counsel Ehrlich added that he recently learned from SLC 
Staff that the AgencKiiin the process of completing a Sand Valuation Study to determine the 
value of sand to be usegor the Project in the event that the BBGHAD chooses to use sand from 
State sovereign lands. The SLC has provided little details other than the fact that 2.".  have 
begun this valuation study. The Chair asserted that this entire issue appears 	'277/  as the 
BBGHAD could be considered to be simply relocating the sand from one area of State sovereign 
lands onto another -- and not taking it out of the sand system. 

The Vice Chair asked if the BBGHAD has received any portion of the 
draft APTR from the SLC. GHAD Project Counsel stated that the CHAD has not received any 
portion of the APTR from the SLC or its consultant, AMEC. The Vice Chair stated that the 
CHAD needs to know if the APTR will be constructive for Project purposes or not and that the 
SLC should have a duty to at least share the relevant portions of the document with the 
BBGHAD. The Chair directed GHAD's staff to use all available, legal and appropriate means to 
obtain a draft APTR or portions of same. 

b. 	Discussion of Budget 

The Chair asserted that this discussion will be deferred until after the presentation 
on the proposed restored sand dune design. 

9. 	NEW BUSINESS 

a. 	Proposed Restored Sand Dune Design 

The Chair recognized the GHAD Engineer, Chris Webb. Mr. Webb introduced 
George Salvaggio of Wetland Resource Associates ("WRA"), the subcontractor retained by 
Moffat & Nichol to develop the proposed dune design for the Project. The Chair asked the 
CHAD Engineer to address the possibility of restoring dune solely on public property in the 
event that any GHAD property owners do not consent to restoration work on their private 
property. The GHAD Engineer responded that, if post-nourishment, the beach erodes rapidly, 
the dunes will be vulnerable and that at least a portion of the dunes have been designed to be 
protected by the revetment. Still, if requested, the work could be done solely on public property. 

The GHAD Engineer and Mr. Salvaggio stressed that a primary goal of the 
restored dune design was to maintain unobstructed views to the ocean from private properties. 
The CHAD Engineer and Mr. Salvaggio proceeded to present a PowerPoint presentation and 
narrative to the meeting on the proposed dune design. The Chair recognized Board Member 
Levitan, who expressed a concern about equal distribution of sand volume at different reaches of 
the beach, and especially in light of the fact that the West end of Broad Beach appears to be a 
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steeper beach then the remainder of the area. The GHAD Engineer replied that the design of the 
restored beach at the West end is slightly different than the remainder of the beach in an effort to 
protect offshore eel grass and other habitat. The GHAD Engineer's presentation encompassed 
the primary design of two rows of restored dune hillocks, with only one row of hillocks 
vegetated. The GHAD Board unanimously directed the GRAD Engineer and Mr. Salvaggio to 
develop the design to incorporate vegetation on both rows of restored dune hillocks as part of the 
future design. The GHAD Board further directed the GHAD Engineer and Mr. Salvaggio to 
determine if it is feasible to incorporate approximately equal sand volume per linear foot for the 
entire Project_ At certain west end parcels, the GHAD Engineer stated that this may mean that 
such GHAD property owners will have the option of accepting or rejecting the additional sand 
placed at an additional height up sea walls in order to approximately equalize the sand volume 
throughout the beach. 

10. GRAD BOARD MEMBER REPORTS 

NONE 

11. CHAD OFFICER REPORTS 

a. Treasurer's Report 

The GHAD Treasurer gave the Treasurer's Report. The GHAD Treasurer 
reported that the GHAD had cash on hand of $235,787 as of July 31st, and bills equaling 
$147,000 as of the same date. The GHAD Treasurer stated that the GHAD's budget assumes that 
there will be approximately $42,000 cash on hand at the end of August 2012. The GHAD 
Treasurer further reported that the September GHAD budget calls for expenditures of $294,000, 
which will exceed cash on hand. Therefore, in accordance with prior estimates, it appears that 
the GHAD's initial draw on its line of credit will occur sometime in September 2012. 

The Vice Chair requested an updated chart reflecting fair share contributions to 
date. The GRAD Treasurer stated that she will prepare same. 

b. GHAD Manager Report 

The GHAD Manager reported that discussions with Los Angeles County have 
concluded and the exact amounts anticipated to be collected through the initial GHAD 
assessments is now known. The GHAD Manager reported that the exact numbers will be 
presented at the GHAD's September 2012 meeting. 

12. PUBLIC COMMENTS - NON-AGENDA ITEMS 

NONE. 

13. FUTURE MEETING 

The Chair announced that the next GRAD Board meeting will be on September 16, 2012 
at 9:00 a.m. at a private residence located at 31330 Broad Beach Road, Malibu, CA 90265. 
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14. ADJOURNMENT 

Board Member Marquis moved to adjourn. Board Member Levitan seconded. The 
Motion passed 5-0. The meeting adjourned at 12:05 p.m. 

Approved and adopted by the Broad Beach CHAD 
Board on September  /  , 2012. 

NORTON KARNO, Chair 

BARBARA HAMM, CHAD Clerk 
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